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HIGH MIX, LOW VOLUME
ME
METAL FABRICATION FOR
OR OEMS
Offering the OEM a single-source solution for precision metal
fabricated parts and higher level assemblies, from design to delivery.
very.
Getting high mix, low volume metal fabricated parts can cause
real headaches for OEMs. GMI’s metal fabrication capabilities
were developed to solve this problem for OEMs specifically.
Imagine being able to source these low volume parts from an
qualityy,
Asian supplier and still being valued as a customer. Great quality,
tight tolerances and aesthically perfect products since
ce 2008.

High Mix, Low Volume in China Built on the need for high mix,
low volume production of custom metal parts, GMI’s metal fabrication
team understands the unique requirements of OEMs. Production and
engineering capabilities are focused on metal components, precision
assembly, electromechanical assemblies and turnkey products.

Mechanical Design If you need adjustments to existing

electromechanical assemblies or a complete solution designed from the
ground up, we can help. We have extensive experience in all levels of
mechanical assemblies and offer in-house design skills to validate
fitment and operation before prototypes are assembled.

Enclosures From small, simple product enclosures to large complex

custom chassis, we have you covered. We know electronic design as well,
so you can rest assured that the designs we offer will accommodate EMI
standards, pass safety certifications and offer long-term reliability in any
product. If you have a challenging requirement for a metal component, we
can help you get a solid, dependable solution in place.

Large Assemblies Large assemblies represent a unique set of

challenges. Our fabrication team can manufacture your large parts and
continue to adhere to the tight tolerances and consistency that you
require as an OEM. Large, heavy gauge assemblies can be managed at
every level to ensure an on-time supply of top notch parts from a team
you can trust.

Extreme Quality Our precision fabrication and machining meets the

highest quality standards. Our operators focus thier attention on detail at
every step, and we have the right processes in place to ensure success.
High mix, low volume supply for OEMs has been the focus for many
years. We understand the requirements for the highest quality levels and
tightest tolerances balanced with a fair cost.

Contract Manufacturing From subassemblies to complete turnkey

products GMI Solutions has the manufacturing capabilities to meet your
needs in our top-notch, ISO 9001/13485 controlled environment that
includes a Class 10,000 clean room for sensitive assemblies. From a few
to a few thousand, we can assemble products in North America, China,
or both.
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